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Traditional Catalogs
• Library centric information
• Do not act like Google
• Do not look like Amazon.com

The Library Catalog as
as…
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE !
The Library ILS brings information from
the World to the Campus and from the
Campus to the World

Traditional Collections in the ILS
• P
Print
i t and
d El
Electronic—books
t i
b k and
d
journals. Links now standard in the ILS.
• Links to Full-Text E-Dissertations
• Links to E-Reserves
• Links to E-Licenses through ERM
• Links to E
E-books
books where library is
publisher

Today’ss Challenge
Today
• Different local databases function as
separate Intelligence Agencies that do
not talk to one another
• Need to integrate the searching of the
individual, unique databases
• Need interfiled records for local
databases with traditional catalog
entries
• Move beyond just linking to databases

Think Harvesting
• Need to move from silos to organic
markets that bring everything together
without creating duplicate work
• Goal: a single search engine that brings
together the catalog with the unique
digital collections we are creating

Reaching the Goal with
ENCORE
• Identify databases for harvesting
• Prepare
P
databases
d t b
ffor harvesting
h
ti
• Harvest
H
t the
th d
data
t
• Integrate the display

Identifying What to Harvest
We identified the following
g collections as
high priority:
• Digital Commons (Bepress)
– Contains more than 19,000 articles, papers, ebooks, documents, presentations, creative
activities, master's theses, open-access
dissertations, etc.
– All free to all users
users.

• ContentDM
– multimedia collections that include still images
images,
audio, video, and data

Identifying What to Harvest
• Full text digital materials
– created by the Center for Digital Research in the
Humanities (mostly TEI XML format)

• University Archives finding aids
– includes descriptive information on many of the
papers in
i th
the U
University
i
it A
Archives
hi
(EAD XML
format)

Preparing Databases for
Harvesting
• Prepare an OAI feed to harvest metadata
from the database records
• Then interfile the metadata records with
the traditional catalog MARC records

Preparing the OAI Data Feed
• For the ContentDM and Digital Commons
collections this was easy since both have
built-in support for OAI harvesting
–C
ContentDM
t tDM - Fields
Fi ld are mapped
d tto D
Dublin
bli C
Core. If
it isn’t mapped it isn’t harvested.
– Digital CommonsCommons no configuration was needed
needed.

• Innovative handled the Catalog harvesting,
which includes near real-time transaction
history
q
local
• The XML collections required
preparation

XML Challenge:
the Good,
Good the Bad,
Bad and the Ugly
• XML is expandable and flexible
– Bad, each project can have unique metadata

• XML must be well-formed
– Good, there are encoding standards like TEI and
EAD

• XML can b
be fformally
ll validated
lid t d against
i ta
schema
– Good,
Good insure consistency of the data

• XML is not static
– Ugly
Ugly, a single project might use different levels of
metadata

Preparing XML Using Open
Source Software
• One file tells the system where to get
the information for harvesting
• Second file tells how to transform the
XML into Dublin Core

Management Issues:
The Collections
• Digital
g
Commons
– was easy, metadata was clearly defined and builtin

• ContentDM
– Inconsistent Dublin Core Mapping
– Inconsistent Data Entry

• XML Collections (TEI & EAD)
– Metadata evolved
– Metadata didn’t include subject analysis as it was
designed for full
full-text
text searching.
searching Needed to add in
subject data.

Management Challenges:
The Librarians
• Changing search engines requires
Librarians to learn how a new system
works
• Librarians’
Librarians concerns need to be addressed
so librarians will encourage faculty to use
the new system

Librarians’ Concerns
Librarians
• Catalog search results differ from
Encore search results
• Key word searching vs. known item
g
searching
• Facets vary by the cataloging record
• Integrating databases is confusing to
some users and librarians

Tagging Worried Some
Librarians
• Tagging is popular with students and
faculty
• Requires almost no staff time to
g
manage
• Impressed University administrators
• Librarians worried faculty and staff were
not trained to use appropriate tags

Tried Training for Library Staff
•
•
•
•

Developed Tutorials
Provided
o ded o
one-on-one
e o o e ttraining
a
g
Provided group training
Resistance to learning a new way to
search

Post implementation Testing
Post-implementation
• Set up times for staff to test the system
after it was implemented
• Found librarians participated in postimplementation testing
• Found cataloging record problems as
part of the testing – helps with
ith clean
clean-up
p
projects
• Finally learning to use Encore occurred

Conclusions
Technical issues were addressed while
the system was available to patrons.
Students coped well with the changing
environment.
Concerns of librarians and staff need to
be addressed so staff do not
discourage faculty and students from
g the next g
generation search
using
engine.

